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The effects of Tropical Storm Allison in Texas included 23 deaths caused by extreme flooding. The first storm
of the 2001 Atlantic hurricane season, Tropical Storm Allison lasted unusually long for a June storm,
remaining tropical or subtropical for 15 days. The storm developed from a tropical wave in the northern Gulf
of Mexico on June 4, 2001, and struck the Texas coast shortly thereafter.
Effects of Tropical Storm Allison in Texas - Wikipedia
Hurricane Wilma was the most intense tropical cyclone ever recorded in the Atlantic basin, and the
second-most intense tropical cyclone recorded in the Western Hemisphere, after Hurricane Patricia in 2015.
Part of the record-breaking 2005 Atlantic hurricane season, which included three of the ten most intense
Atlantic hurricanes ever (along with #4 Rita and #7 Katrina), Wilma was the twenty ...
Hurricane Wilma - Wikipedia
Our Seventh Historic Wallace Blues Festival will feature sixteen bands and single entertainers on nine stages
over three days. Photos and biographical information about these performers are included in the artists
section. The line-up of performers is detailed by venue, with a printable schedule of performances also
available.. Click on the musical note to jump down to the music video playbox ...
2018 Historic Wallace Idaho Blues Festival
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* Dollars Approved: Assistance dollars approved but not necessarily disbursed. Dollars Obligated: Funds
made available to the State via electronic transfer following FEMA's final review and approval of Public
Assistance projects. Learn more about FEMA Disaster definitions. Information is updated ...
North Carolina Hurricane Matthew (DR-4285) | FEMA.gov
If you are a teacher searching for educational material, please visit PBS LearningMedia for a wide range of
free digital resources spanning preschool through 12th grade.
Retired Site | PBS Programs | PBS
Culture and Climate Change: Scenarios focuses on the imagining and representation of climate change
scenarios. The use of scenarios in the context of climate change is widespread - in business, in climate
policy, climate modelling and climate adaptation planning.
Projects â†’ Culture and Climate Change
New Deal/W.P.A. Artist Biographies States would frequently â€œborrowâ€• another stateâ€™s artists. The
State List of Artists contains people who did work in a particular state but who might have been registered in
another state. There is now a biography research page with a list of resources for researching artist
biographies available. You can also request copies of deceased Federal employee ...
New Deal/W.P.A. Artist Biographies | WPAmurals.com
Note: The following post accompanies Takuan Seiyoâ€™s latest piece.Both are being kept â€œstickyâ€•
until tonight. Scroll down for other posts that have appeared since Wednesday. Certain posts at Gates of
Vienna, among them those by Takuan Seiyo, tend to attract the attention and comments of people who are
preoccupied with the Jews.
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Gates of Vienna
Situated on one of the world's largest natural harbors, New York City consists of five boroughs, each of which
is a separate county of the State of New York. The five boroughs â€“ Brooklyn, Queens, Manhattan, The
Bronx, and Staten Island â€“ were consolidated into a single city in 1898. The city and its metropolitan area
constitute the premier gateway for legal immigration to the United States.
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